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For the Prevention and Control

USE
SEMESAN or NU-GREEN

Two Successful Remedies

We carry a complete stock of both-in all sizes.
always ready for immediate delivery.
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(C) 1929 ACMA

Armco culverts and drains are manufactured
from the Armco Ingot Iron of The American
RoIling Mi/1 Company and always bear its brand.

FLOOD or tide water often turns. drains
into an actual menace. The drain may

in fact flood the property it is supposed to
protect.

This danger can be avoided by the simple
precaution of providing a drainage outlet
of Armco Corrugated Iron Pipe with a
Calco Automatic Drainage Gate. The heavy
cast iron Calco gate is accurately balanced
on heavy hinges to permit free drainage but
the moment the pressure is reversed the
gate closes tightly. There can be no back-
flow.

Calco Automatic Drainage Gates can
be furnished in sizes from 8 to 84 ~
inches. Your name and address
will bring a bulletin giving com- -
Flete information.

ARMCO CULVERT MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
MIDDLETOWN, OHIOARMCOCALCO
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925 BELL STREET

PLYMOUTH OHIO

Care should be taken not to turn too much sulphate
of ammonia into the line, because the air and suction in
the hose due to the stream of water flowing through
will draw the sulphate of ammonia very rapidly from
the container. With this method you are receiving
the same results that could be had from others more
complicated and extensive.
ALBERT LEA COUNTRY CLUB

ALBERT LEA. MINN.

Fertlizing with Sulphate

I notice you are running a Helpful Hint column, so
am sending my idea as to a useful and ideal way of fer-
tilizing greens with sulphate of ammonia.

Many green keepers think it is necessary to have a
high pressure spray machine which is all right if you
can afford it, while others use just a common ordinary
garden sprinkler or spray barrel.

The most convenient, easy to handle way as I have
found is just a hose with a branch like a "T" that goes
in the sulphate of ammonia mixed with water in the
proper way. The container or the hose may have a
check valve to regulate the amount of sulphate to be
turned into the water line.

growth this summer and will
year.

GLEN OAKS COUNTRY CLUB
GREAT NECK, L. I.
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